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dietary ingredienco. Likewise, furr;hsr study is needed for some 

dietary ingredients hefore dissolucian, disincegwacion, 

bioavailability, expiration dating, or other quality standard 

requirements can be proposed. 

3. How Can FDA Help Industry Achieve Compliance With CGMPs? 

During small business outreach public meetings and in 

cxxnments td the ANPRM, members of the dietary supplement industry 

cold us chat they would like our help in determining how to 

implement CGMP regularions far dietary ingredients and 

supplements. We have heard that issuing guida;nce documents and 

education and training would be helpful. We invite comment on 

the us bf guidance documents, education, training, or other 

approaches and potential sources of education and rrraining that 

you believe would assist industry efforts to implement the 

pxopased CGMP regulations, if finalized a,s proposed. 

F. mHi9hliul? s and T?~Fx~,~~ fmenc- t P c: - 

This proposed rule is intended to ensure that manufacturing 

practices will not result in an adulcerated dietary aupplemenrr 

and chat supplements ;sre properly labeled. This proposed rule, 

if finalized as proposed, will give consumers greater confidence 

thar the dietary supplements they choose to use will have the 

identity, scrcngch, purity, quality, or composition claimed on 

We propose cequirements for: (1) Pe~%~ll.x%?l, (2) the 

physical. p&ant environment, (2) equipment and utensils, (3) 
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A manufacturer of a dietary ingredient or a dietary supplement 
cannot make claims that state or imply that the dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement is safe and/or effective simply 
because it has been manufactured in compliance with current good 
manufacturing practice (CGMP) requirements. However, we believe 
that a voluntary labeling statement about the fact that a dietary ' 
ingredient or dietary supplement has been made in compliance with 
CGMP requirements might be made lawfully under the act, provided 
that such a statement is made in an appropriate context and with 
adequate disclaimers so that consumers fully understand it and 
are not misled by it. The proposed rule governing CGMP 
requirements for dietary supplements address manufacturing 
controls to ensure that dietary ingredients and dietary 
supplements are produced in a manner that will not adulterate or 
misbrand such products. Compliance with any final rule, based on 
the proposal, will not ensure that the dietary ingredient or 
dietary supplement itself is safe or effective. Thus, the agency 
believes that an unqualified statement saying simply "produced in 
compliance with dietary supplement current good manufacturing 
practice requirements," without more, could well suggest that a 
product may be safe and effective or somehow superior to other 
dietary ingredient and dietary supplement products that are 
subject to the same CGMP requirements. Such a statement would 
likely be considered misleading by FDA under sections 403(a)(l) 
and 201(n) of the act. We believe however, that it might be 
possible to cure an unqualified statement by including language 
clarifying to consumers that all dietary ingredients and dietary 
supplements must be manufactured in compliance with CGMP 
requirements and that such compliance does not mean that the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement is safe or effective. 
As usual, the manufacturer would be responsible for ensuring that 
any such voluntary labeling statements on its dietary ingredient 
and dietary supplement products are truthful and not misleading. 
The agency would review the lawfulness of such statements under 
sections 403(a)(l) and 201(n) of the act. 
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PYOPOSfZd "records and recordkeeping I1 requirements would tell 

you how long you must keep certain records to show how you 

complied with the 03~2 requirements. We wauld require that you 

keep written records for 3 years beyond the date of manufacture 

of the last batch of dietary ingredients or dietary supplements 

associated with those records and have a11 required records, or 

copies uf such records, readily available during the retention 

period for authorized inspection and copying by FDA when 

comment on whether certain additional provisions 

should be included as requiremenra in a final rule. For example, 

we invite comment on whechew a final rule should include a 

requirement: for terrain personnel records; for written procedures 

in a number of areas; for equipment verificationi for additional 

testing of incoming ingredients; 
l . . 

related testing. 
%id H-x 

and for expiration dating and 

% 4 
also seek comment on whether lrhis rule 

should include specific requirements for; the use of animal- 

derived dicc:a;ry ingredients, and requirements for persons who 

handle raw agricultural commodities. Specific requests fox 

commetn~ of Mis type are contained below w relevant sections of 

this preamble. 

II. General Issues 

we are proposing these regulations under aeccions 201, 393, 

409, 701 (a), 704, and SD1 of the act (21 U.S.C. 321, 903, 348, 
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CGMP records document the manufacturer's operation 
throughout time and are essential to an enforceable 
regulation. Because FDA does not observe the 
manufacturer's operation fulltime, records can ensure that 
the FDA has the information needed to identify 
noncompliance and to bring a non-compliant manufacturer 
into compliance. Records can show that appropriate 
monitoring.is performed, pinpoint with confidence when a 
deviation began and ended, and prove that required quality 
control measures and practices were performed as often as 
necessary to ensure control. Review of manufacturing 
records with sufficient frequency can ensure that any 
problems are uncovered promptly and can facilitate prompt 
modification, have an impact on the production of 
subsequent batches of the product, and prevent introduction 
of potentially hazardous dietary supplements into the 
market place. Review of consumer complaint records can 
facilitate the identification of trends in reports of 
illness or injury, identify related batch records to 
identi.fy previously undetected manufacturing deviation, and 
have an impact on the prompt recall of any potentially 
hazardous dietary supplement. 
J' -‘ 
We seek comment on whether the proposed recordkeeping 
requirements are not necessary to prevent adulteration; to 
ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, and 
composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary 
supplement; to an enforceable regulation; and for the other 
reasons cited. If comments assert that recordkeeping 
provisions are not necessary, comments should include an 
explanation of why recordkeeping requirements are not 
necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirements, one can prevent adulteration, ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement, ensure an 
enforceable regulation, and the other reasons cited. If 
comments agree that the recordkeeping requirements are 
necessary for reasons other than those we have provided, 
the comments should so state and provide an explanation. 

.-_ _" . ..-.- --. .-----.- 
Although records are not required in 21 CFR Part 110, CGMPs 
in manufacturing, packing, or holding human food, records 
are required in the other commodity-driven food CGMPs 
(i.e., 21 CFR Part Processing and bottling of bottled 

'drinking water; 120, Hazard Analysis and Critical 
Control Point (HAACP) Procedures for the Safe and Sanitary 



Processing and Importing of Juice; 21 CFR Part 123, Fish 
and fishery products; 21 CFR Part 106 Infant formula 
quality control procedures; and 21 CFR Part 113, Thermally 
processed low-acid foods packaged in hermetically sealed 
containers). Further, records are included in the CGMPs 
submitted to FDA by industry, the National Nutritional 
Foods Association Standards, the NSF International draft 
standards (Ref. 83), and the USP draft Manufacturing 
Practices for Dietary Supplements. 
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Written procedures are included in the dietary supplement CGMP 
outline submitted to FDA by industry, National Nutritional Foods 
Association standards, the NSF International draft standards, and 
the USP draft Manufacturing Practices. In order to limit the 
burden to manufacturers, FDA is not proposing to require written 
procedures. However, FDA is proposing that manufacturers maintain 
appropriate records to ensure the identity, purity, quality, <>c/j 
strength,Fnd composition of a given product and records that are i/ 
necessary for efficient enforcement and to permit trace back. 
Although we have not proposed requirements for written procedures 
as did these other groups, we seek comment on whether such 
practices should be included in a final rule. Later in this 
document, we request comments on specific written procedures and 
describe FDA's current thinking concerning what could be included 
in such a written procedure. 
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associations. The majority of comments responded both CO the 

nine quco~iino we asked in the ANPRM and on certain provisions 

rhe industry outline. We also address the comments on rrhe nine 

in 

questzions in section 1I.B of this document. We discuss 

significant comments about certain provisions in the industry 

ouClin@ in our discussion of related proposed requirements. 

Included with its comments to the 24$WW, the United States 

Pharmacopeia (USP) submitted a copy of its general chapter, 
, 

"Manufacturing Practices for Nutritlanal Supphn@ntS," (Ref. 2) 

and in March/April 2CO2, WSP proposed revisions to this general 

chapter to intrcx$uce provisions perraining to botanical 

preparations (Ref. 82). In February 2000, we received a copy of 

the National Nutritianal Foods Association's (WFA) W$T~P. good 

Manufacturing Frwtice in ManufacWring, Packing, or Iiolding 

Pieicary Supplements" (Ref. 3). We found char the fndustry 

outlanes published in the ANPRM, the USP manufacturing practices, 

and the NNFA standards were useful in developing this proposed 

rules We includSzd certain provisions found in these outlines in 

rhis CGMP proposed rule. These three outlines indicarre char 

dlecary ingredient and dietary supplement manufacturers already 

recognize char there are basic, common steps needed to 

manufactur@ a dietary in redient ar dietary supplement thar; is 
sm--f *3 

not adulterated ,A For example, these practices include 
Is, requixemencs fix: 
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although, as established in the regulatory impact analysis, a 
large percentage of manufacturers do not follow a good 
manufacturing model. 
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The CGMP regulation, if finalized, would, along with our orher 

dietary ingredierrr and dietary supplement initiatives, contribute 

further to the protection of public health. 

b. Tn addition to 

the public health, benefits for consumers, CGMP regulations for 

dietary ingredients and dietary supplements will benefit 

consumers in othzr way3;. Consumers should not have to wonder 

whether the dietary supplements they buy are aduli=era~ced or 

whether they contain the correct dietary ingredients or contain 

the dietary ingradients in the amount ,%aced on the product's 

label. Consumers who purchase a product that does not contain 

the amount or strength listed on the label experience an ewnomic 

loss because they are paying for something that they did not 

receive. CGMPs ~~.~lci require manufacturers co cssrablish and meet 

specifications for identity, purity, quaJ.ity, strength and 

composition of dietary supplements to help ensure that: consumers 

buy diewry supplements that are not adulterated, contain the 

dielrary ingrediexs declared on the product's label, and contain 

rhe amount CIT strength listed on the label. Therefore, CGMPa 

would benefit co4?sumers. 

we cannot be 

certain about tha magnit ence of the benefits. 

Manufacturers ma vate incentives 

facturing practices, but when 

J 
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By controlling 

H 

their 

. 
supplement mawa can reduce turing errors, the J 
number of conz3umer cc3 uct returns due to quality, 

the number of re atches, equip and increase 

y which offsets some of the f adopting the 

a CGMP rule would create uniform minimum 

r manufacturers that would apply ary 
dietary supplement manufa 

manufacturers have to meet CGMP requirements, so 

no manufacturer omit advantage by using 

substandard manufacture or holding standards or by J 

not observing an ng, packaging. or holding 

ng uniform scanda ght increase general 

consumer 'ncreased consumer 

certain this 

2. How Will CGMP Regulations Take Into Account Technical 

Feasibility? 

In developing this proposed rule, we were careful not to 

propose requirem~ents that are not technically feasible to meet. 

In same areas where there has been scientific study but where the 

ssience is still evo$ving, the proposal recognizes the evolving 

state of the science, bur: would give you maximum flexibility in 
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supplements that may not be marketed or sold in the United States 

and that are exporte~3 under section 801(e) of the act. 

In additzon to having the authority under the act to require 

recordkeeping, WC alSo have authority to require access to the 

records. Because the practices s&r: forth in the proposed CGMP 

rule are necessary tc providing consumers witlh dietary 

supplements that are nor: adulterated, access to records char= 

demonstrate thar firm3 fo2I.o~ CGMPs is essential to confirming 

systemarcic compliance with CGMPs. We also have rhe aurhority to 

copy the records when necessary. We may consider St necessary to 

copy records when, for example, our investigator may need 

assistance in reviewing a certain record from relevant experts in 

headquarters. If we were unable to copy the records, we would 

have to rely sotsly an our inspector's notes and reports when 

drawing conclusions. A failure to have a required retard would 

mean rrhac a food is adulreraced under section 402(g) of the act. 

Recordkeeping will not only help the agency to determine 

whether dietary ingredients or dietary supplements were 

manufactured, packaged, and held consistent with CGMP 

regulations, but also will. provide a publfc health benefit to 

consumers Vnugactu When manufacturers keep records, 

for example, of lat or batch numbers, rhe records facilitate a 

manufacturer's recall of suspect products in case a recall 

becomes necessary. This benefits consumers 7 J 
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s because the manufacturer can recall its products d 

that may be adulr,erated or misbranded more quickly. 

B- Issues 

As stated previously, in addition to inviting comment on rhe 

industry-drafted CGMF outline, we az,ked nine questions in the 

ANPR.M on CGMP issues ?or dietary supplements rhat the industry 

outline did not address. In this section, we summarize each 

question and the prin+al comments we received, and we respond 

to d2e comments. We address other significant comments about the 

ANPRM, czhex thal the rxirze questions we asked, elsewhere in this 

dacl.amenK. 

The nine q~~%stions ie the AXPRM, comments, and our responses 

Question 1. Is there a need to develop spfzific JjlALq for 

dietary ingredisncs? 

The ANPRM stated that the usa of a botanical in a dietary 

supplement may r3sult in a much greater exposure to the botanical 

ingredient for consumers because the dietary supplement will be 

consumed in greater amounts than if the ingredient was in a food 

as a spice or flavoring agent. 

Several comments stated that establishing DALs for dietary 

ingredienrrs that are different: than DALs for food is not 

necessary. The ~orn~nt~ disagreed with our statement that 

dietary lngredzents if1 dietary supplements and conventional foods 

are consumed in different cguantities. For example, the comments 

J 
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have used the terms -component, dietary ingredient, or dietary 

aupplenrenr" insto,ad of food. and we have added several examples 

of contact surfaces. The proposed defrnltion would include the 

inside of containers. 

Proposed fij 111.3 defines **zqredient" as "any substance that 

AS used in the manufacture of a dietary ingredient or a dietary 

supplement that IS Lnrended to be present in the fLni%hed dietary 

ingwedlent or dlerary supplement." The proposed definition would 

explain that an ingredzent ulncludes, burr is not necessarily 

limited to, a dietary ingredzenc as described in section 2Ol(ff) 

of the act." Thus, under proposed § 111.3, an "ingredient" may 

be a substance that is pre3enr: in the finished dietary ingredient 

or dietary supplement that 3~ lnrended to have some activity 

(such as a vitamin, mcneral, or amino acid), bun could also be a 

substance that II not antended to have any activity (such as the 

gelatin used to make the capsule holding the dietary 

u-igredlents). This proposed definition and the proposed 

definition for -compnentN U-J proposed § 111.3 doffer rn Char: 

wcomponentn includes Lhe various materials used to manufacture a 

dietary supplement: that may not appear in the fAna product. fl xkwt 

Proposed § 111.3 defines "An-process mater;ral" as baqy +%&au 

material 'char is fabricated, compounded, blended, ground, 

extracted, sifted, sterilized, derived by chemical reaction, or 

processed in any other way for use in the manufacture of a 

dietary ingredient ox &etary supplemenc,u In-process material 



Page 100, Insert #22: 
Because an ingredient is defined as a substance that is intended to be 
present in the finished dietary ingredient or dietary supplement and a 
component is defined as a substance that may or may not be included in 
the finished dietary ingredient or dietary supplement, all ingredients 
are components but not all components are ingredients. 
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requests comment;~ on whether all contact surfaces should be 

.x&ject: co proposed 5 111.3 Wsanitize.fi 

Proposed § LlL.3 defines "theoretical yield" as "'the 

quantity that would be praduced ar: any appropriate step of 

manufacture or packaging of a particular dietary ingredient or 

dietzary suppleme:%, based upon the quanrity of components or 

packaging to be sed, in the absence of any loss or error in 

actual producciaa.w We would complement this definition by 

defining "actual yield" in proposed § 111.3 as *the quantity that 

is actually produced at any appropriate step of manufacture or 

packaging of a particular dierary ingredient or dietary 

suppltmenc." Comparing cheaxetical yields to actual yields may 

kelp identify deviations ar problems in the manufacturing or 

packaging process. To illustrate this point, you should 

understand that trhe theoretical yield is the quantity or amount 

chat you expect co see at a particular SIX+, while the actual 

yield is ~:t-re quantity or amount char: you acwally nbrsain ad a 

byaum a8 "a persan who 

manufacxures, patkages, ox holds dietary ingredients or dielrary 

supplements." "You" is the recommended "plain language" term  

designed to make regMlationa easier to understand. Tn this 

proposed rule, rryouM  refers eo any person, within ehe meaning of 

section 20X(e) of the act, who engages in any activity covered by 

Lhis proposed rule. You should note that llyouT1 includes, but is 
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not limited to, the owner of the manufacturing firm as well as 

supervisors responsible for ensuring that these CGMPs are 

fOllOW&l. In other words. *you" can be the person who owns the 

dietary ingresdient or dietary supplement company as well as 

persons who work for t;h& company. 

Proposed 9 111.3 defines "water activity" as -a measure of 
e 
the free moisture ie a component, dietary ingredient, or dietary 

supplement and is the quotient of the water vapor prassuxe of the 

substance divided by the vapor pressure of pure water at the same 

temperature.w The proposed definition is consistent with the 

definition at § l.10.3(r) and 21 CFR 113.5(w) and 114,5(h). Water 

activity can play an tmportant role in promoting microbial 

growth, and that, in turn, can play a part in the contamination 

of your components, dietary ingredients, and dietary supplements. 

Proposed 5 111.3 defines "we" as meaning the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration. 

4. Do other Statutory Provisions and Regulations Apply? 

(Proposed $ 111.51 

Proposed 5 111-5 would require that you comply with tha 

regulations in proposed part 111, and with other applicabLe 

statutory provisions, and regulations under the act, related to 

manufacxuring, packaging. OY holding dietary ingredients or 

dietary supplementa. Other statutory provisions or regulations 

that may apply to the manufacture, packaging, or holding of 

dietary ingredients or dietary supplements include, but are not 



regulated products manufactured using bovine-derived materials at 

foreign sites or by foreign manufacturers. To assure the safety 

and suitability for human use of animal-derived biologics, our 

Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) has developed 

guidances for industry that describe steps that manufacturers 

should take. For example, CBER guidances have recommendations 

that address viral safety, infections, disease risks, and BSE- 

risk reduction of biologic products that are animal-derived (see 

63 FR 51074, September 24, 1998, and 63 FR 50244, September 21, 

1998) (Refs. 51 and 52). Because we believe that the use of an 

animal-derived material, substance, or tissue in a dietary 
r2w\ /,?I--- 

supplement r Fa I selrk( many of the same serious public health and 

safety issues as animal-derived materials, substances, or 

tissues, in a biologic, we are considering whether the procedures 

that CBER recommends for a product with animal-derived materials, 

substances, or tissues would be appropriate for dietary 

ingredients and dietary supplements that contain animal-derived 

materials, substances, or tissues. We, therefore, invite comment 

on whether there should be specific CGMP requirements for the use 

of animal-derived materials, substances, or tissues in dietary 

ingredients and dietary supplements. We invite comment on these 

issues and specifically on whether there is a scientific basis 

for FDA to treat animal-derived dietary ingredients in a manner 

that is different from, or that would offer less protection than, 

what is recommended for animal-derived biologics when the same 



public health and safety!?!?$tx. We also invite 

comment on our legal authority with respect to these issues. 

5. Exclusions (Proposed § 111.6) 

Proposed 8 111.6 would state that these CGMP regulations do 

not apply to a person engaged solely in activities related to the 

harvesting, storage, or distribution of raw agricultural 

commodities that will be incorporated into a dietary ingredient 

or dietary supplement by other persons. This proposed exclusion 

is similar to the exclusion in § X10.19 for raw agricultural 

commodities. Accordingly, persons who engage in such activities 

related to raw agricultural commodities (which are defined in 

section 201(r) of the act), although not subject to these 

proposed CGMP regulations under section 402(g) of the act, would 

continue to be subject to other adulteration provisions in 

section 402 of the act. 

We recognize that including in the proposed rule persons who 

engage in the activities related to the harvesting, storage, or 

distribution of such commodities, as described previously, could 

reduce the risk of microbial contamination in dietary ingredients 

and dietary supplements. Nevertheless, the proposal does not 

contain requirements for persons handling such commodities before 

distribution to a dietary ingredient or dietary supplement 

manufacturer because the scientific basis for reducing or 

eliminating pathogens in various settings is evolving. We invite 

comments on whether we should include provisions in the CGMP 
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Each of these prsceduwes is necessary because good personal 

fiygfene should help prevent contamination from microbial scm~ces 

(such as bacterh) as well as from nuramicro~i.al sources (such as 

dirrc and hair). 

We seek ccxn~~ent r3n whether we should require, in a final 

rule, that you establish and follow written procedures to ensure 

chat you comply with the requ$rements of that section. b .- 
- 

vc that any such written procedures should des 

the measures you take to e at no one is 

a source crobial or bthar canrami d the measures you 

take to ensur no one ccxx any material, including 4 

compopento, dietar zetary supplements, and comacc 

surfaces used in the re, packaging, or holding of a $el$ce 

An example of a 

r developing and 

As stated previously, we invim comrnenc on whether 

such wrirten procedures should be required in a final rule, and 

whether there are other procedures, that: we should include in a 

final rulei&&- #L+ 

A comment to the ANPRM stated Chat any requirements on 

disease control should be limited to manufacturing, processing, 

and handling of raw agricultural material and are not appropriate 

for rn.WWfacturing dietary supplements derived from chemicals. 

The comment stated that chemical processes are carried out in 
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If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength,and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. Further, we seek 
comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure 
the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert 
that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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procedures or acxivities, we are stating chat compliance wirrh the 

regulation requires that you adopr, ac the minimum, the 

procedurea or activities listed in the regulation. Therefore, 

when we state "i:?cludr;s, but is not limited to," we mean chat ~hc 

list of procedures or accivicias following the VincludesM 

statement is a list of requirements. 

2- Whar: Personnd Qualificaticm Reqirements Apply? (Proposed 

§ 111.12) 

Proposed § 111.12 would establish basic qualification 

requirements for employees, Proposed $ 111.12(a)(l) would 

require that you have quaLifi.ed employees to manufacture, 

package, or hold dietary ingredients or dietary supplements. We 

are not proposing a general standard for determining how many 

employeeS am mxfxsa~y, bu6 there should be enough co 

manufacture, package, or hold dietary ingredients or dietary 

supplements consistent with these proposed CGMPs. a one-person 

operation is ni3c precluded provided thar; cm@ person is sufficient 

to achieve, maintain, and document CGMPS. However, general 

manufacturing pr-%xicE? suggests the need for a minimum of two 

persons, the first Co perform the work and a second person to 

check the work parfcmwd to ensure thar a manufacxurfng deviar:ion 

or an WIantiCipated occurrence is not overlooked. 
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Proposed subpart C consists of provlslons intended to help 

prevent conraarnin.aLion from your physical plane. These provlsrons 

are similar to tne food CGMP requirements found in $9 110.20, 

110.35, and 110.37 whLch pertain to bulldings and facilltles. 

We have nor: proptised requrremenrs similar IXI the food CGMP 

requ&rcmenEJ found ln !$ &10.20(a) for keeping Idle gra..u& 

bordering your physicc?l. planr in a condition char: protects 

against contamlnacion of components, dierary ingredients, or 
ziheg- * a-3 

dietary supplemcnts.n $? invite comment on wherhcr such 

requirements should b* included in a final rule, Section 

5 110.20(a), IderKifies several methods necessary for adaquace 

ground maintenance, such as: 

8 Properly scoring equzpmcnr, removing litter and wa$ce, 

and cutting weeds or grass within the immedkace 

vzcinzry of your physical plant so rhae it does not 

accraclc pesrrs, harbor pests, or be used by pesus for 

breeding; 

l Maintaining roads, yards, and parking lots so that they 

do not consrirute a source of contamlnatlon in areas 

where food is exposed; 

8 Adequately draining areas that may contrabute to the 

concaminarion to food by seepage, fzlch, orher 

extraneous materials, or by provzding a breeding place 

for pests; and 



Page 134, Insert #28: 
In order to limit the burden to manufacturers, FDA is not proposing 
such requirements. However, 
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Another comment to the ANPRM suggested that paper towels 

used in hand-wasting facilities should be made from  recycled 

paper. 

We take no pssitian rcgawding the use of paper t;owels made 

from  recycled paper, The proposal neither requires nor prohibits 

she use of papev ruwels made from  recycled paper. 

Proposed S 111.15(h) (4) would require that you provide 

devices or fixture6 that are constructed to prevent 

recontamination of clean, smicized hands. For example, if 

sanitized hands are necessary at a particular location, you m ighrr 

install hand sanitizing facilities that can be acrivated by foot 

pedals or by motion EQ that your employees do not have CO use 

their hands-- and, by lSoing so, risk contaminating their hands--to 

turn on the hand sanitizing equipment. 

Proposed 3 111.35(h) (5) would require that you have easily- 

understood signs and to post them  throughout your physical plant 

KO direct your employee!& "'Ge components, dietary 

ingredients, dietary supplements, or contact surfaces to wash 

and, where appropriate, sanitize their hands: 

w Before they Etart work, 

# After each absence from  their duty station, and 

w When their hands may have become soiled or 

cancaminated. 

Proposed § 111,.‘15{hJ (6) would reqyire that you have trash 

bins that are constructed and maintained in a manner to protect 
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, 
rule, \ rhat you establmh and follow written procedures for 
'. 

and sanitation of your physical 

schedules and metrhcxls and the equipme materials 

e it can help you maincain physical plant in 

a clczan and sani 

generally have in rion regarding a dule, methods, and 

equipment to be e believe that, because 

some insecrn can praduc during their lifetime, 

adherence CO a written pro provides a schedule for 

applying inseccicidea in a ill prevent any inirial and 

mJ.bsequenc insect infesta be tffecrive in preventing 

infestation. kely be a more effective way 

a# contralling pesos apply innecticides only 

after you have n sical plant. As 

another example, ten pracedurcs for c 'ng your physical 

use of a particular cl g compound in a 

h or xxxentra~ion; if you do n stablish and 

contaminare or affect your components, 

ox dietary supplements, or use a cleaning 
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Hs we invice comment on whether written procedures- for 

maintenance, cleaning, and sanitation should be required in a 

final 

gg invite comment ols whether -L 
documencarion at the time of performance of equipment, utensil, 

and con~~acz: surface maintenance, cleaning, and sanitation and 

keeping such records should be required in a final rule. 

r. G i-/ -v - - _. 

This would give you a record that you would 

be able to consult if any questions regarding maintenance, 

cleaning, and sanitation of equipment: used in producing the batch / 

2. What Design and Construction Requirements Apply I=O Your 

Physical Plant? (Proposed B 111.201 

Prc~pt~ed 0 111.20 would describe the general requirements 

for physical plant cans?zruction and design that are necessary to 

protect dietary ingredients and dietary supplements from  becoming 

adulteraxd during manufacturing, packaging. and holding. 

Proposed § 111.20(a) would require any physical plant you 

u3e in the mazaufaccuring, packaging, df holding of dietary 

ingredients or dietary supplemanrcs CO be suitable in size, 

. 



Page 153 Insert #5: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 

/ dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 

Page 153 Insert #6: 
We seek comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in 
this section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to 
ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition 
of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments 
assert that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement, 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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instruments and centrals, and whether there are other Procedures, 

that we should consider including in a final rule. ziEimzP+ w-7 v' 

* The date of calibxacicm; 

w The reference standard used including tha certification 

of accuracy of the known reference standard and a 

history of recertification of accuracy. A 

certification of accuracy usually accompanies a 

standard reference material and often is valid for a 

specific period of time, but the supplier of the 

reference standard may recertify the standard's 

accuracy. The recertificaCian typically involves 

testing by the supplier UZI verify that the material 

maintains accuracy as a testing reference. This 

information also may help you trace the source of a 

prOblhm, if one arises, in your dietary ingredients or 

dietary supplements. For example, If cansumi33 report 

an adverse event with a batch af dietary supplements, 

records containing a certification of accuracy of the 

reference standards used and a history of their 



Page 177 Insert #7: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplgment. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. Further, we seek 
comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure 
the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert 
that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one. can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 



Page 177, Insert # 30: 
Proposed §111.25(c) would require that you must establish a written 
procedure for calibrating instruments and controls you use in 
manufacturing or testing a component, dietary ingredient, or dietary 
supplement and document that the written procedure was followed each 
time a calibration was performed or that you must document, at the 
time of performance, that the instrument and control calibration 
established in accordance with this section was performed. The 
proposed calibration requirement gives you discretion in deciding 
whether to establish and follow a written calibration procedure. If 
you establish a written procedure for calibrating instruments and 
controls, you must document, at the time of calibration performance, 
that the written procedure was performed. If you do not establish a 
written calibration procedure then you must document, at the time of 
performance, that the calibration established accordance with this 
section was performed. You must identify the following for 
calibrating instruments and controls in any written procedure or at 
the time of performance: 
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surface in locations and in a manner that protect them from 

contamination. Thio requirement is necessary to ensure that your 

portable equipment remains clean and sanitized until. used: 

otherwise, if the contact surfaces on the portable equipment or 

utensils become contaminated, they could lead EQ adulteration of 

your dietary ingredients or dietary supplements. 

We invj,te comment; on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, that you establish and follow a written procedure for 

maintenance, cleaning, and sanitizing. Further, we invite 

comment ~n whether we should regu%re that the person who performs 

the maintenance, cleaning, and sanitizing described in this 

sectlbn document, at the time of perfoulllance that the 

maintenance, cleaning, and sanitizing were performed. 
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equipment is being maintained, cleaned, and sanitized regularly 

and as frequently as is necessary based on sgg%ge, a6 4 

opposed co the planned u6e, of the equipment. /fwseg - 

As discussed later, proposed § 111,50(c) (4) would require 

thae you clocumenc, in the batch production record, the date and 

time of the mainrcnance, cleaning, and san$tizing of the 

equipment and processing lines used ro producing the batch. 

Records that document the batch or lot number of each batch or 

lat of dietary ingredients or dietary supplements processed using 

a particular piece of equipment or a particular utensil between 

equipment startup and shutdown for maintenance, cleaning, and 



Page 184 Insert #8: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 

/' c 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
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Observations, inspections, and checks of the equipment will help 

you to determine if critical factors such as revolutions per 

Rnnure, temperatures, pressures, process times, and automatic 

documentation are being canixolled by the system. Under proposed 

§ 111.30(b), examples of controls to ensure that the equipment 

functions in accordance with its intended uee include: 

w Determining the extent and Erequency of calibration, 

inspections and checks to ensure proper performance; 

b Determining and using predetermined action plans when 

an alarm sounds indicating an out-of-limits situation 

or malfunction; 

w Checking in-put and out-put on a sufficient basis to 

provide a h%gh degree of assurance that input and 

output: $3 accurate; 

w Comparing manual calculations of daEa with the 

automated calculations on a sufficient basi3 to provide 

a high degree of assurance chat the automated 

calculations are accuram; and 

w Determining the adequacy of automated cleaning and 

residue elimination. 

We invite comment on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, thar you establish and follow written procedures for the 

calibrarion, inspectiOn, and checking of automatic equipmenr.+wr-yr- 
A 
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are procedures, ocher than thox mentioned, that we should 

include in a final, rule. 4qh=f-+ #y 
J 

For computerized equipment, you should note that we already 

have issued guidance~&umencs that may give you some helpful 

1nformacion. The guidance documents are: “FDA Guide CO 

Inspections of QDmputcrized Systems in the Food Processing 

Tndustry" (Ref. 39). and a '*Guide to Inspections of CompuCerizsd 

Systems in Drug Processingfi (Ref. 62). Alrhough we did nut draft 

these guidance d?>cumenrcs for dietary ingredient and dietary 

aupplement firms, rhey still provide important advice on 

establishing and using computerized systems in dietary supplement 

manufacturing op4erations. Given rhe broad range in 

sophistication, romplcxity, and computerieation in manufacturing 

equipment, we invite comments on whether we should regulate 

computerized systems separately from other automatic equipment. 

Although we are not proposing 

this proposed rule, we are seeking 

verfficqion sho+ld be included in 1 

verification requirements in 

comment; on wherher such 

a final rule. Verificatian 

ensure that the processes using automatic, mechanical, and M 

electronic equipment consistently produce an r3utcome thaw meets a 

predetermined specification a 

characteristics. wakii be 
Verificatio 

whet&r your automatic, mechanical, or electronic processes will 

consistently operate as they should. 



Page 191 Insert #9: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 

/ dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. Further, we seek 
comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure 
the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert 
that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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We believe, in general, rhac scienrific knowledge and 
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, -carion e‘le 

ii1 accordance wi 

$ 111.3CI(b). 

ed I 111.30(b) would routine monitor certain 

primarily perform 

enrr will consistexxly perform as ir: is 

rhe nature of the dietary supplement and the complexity of the 

process, the basic elements of a verification syntem would be 

approach. to ensure thsl= zhe equipment perfanns in a predetermined 
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L packaging, and labeling. -r-.-. - . . 

-7ait-ew , g invite comment on whether autcmacic, 

mechanical. and exectronic equipment verification and 

reverification elemenrrs that we have discussed should be dm~e, 

should be included in the final rule as requirements, which would 

- s invite comment on whether we should regulate 

computerized systems separately from other automatic m-i-- 1 equipment. 
4 Jf;lU 

E. gxQ&ggjm+I Cl?xo~r. E) 

Proposed suppar~z E conrain producrian and procez~ controls 

to help ensue that you have conmols ccmering all manufacturing, 

pa&aging, label, and holding operations, and rhat those cont:rols 

will prevent adulteration of your dietary ingredient cx dietary 

supplement. We propose to establish a framework in which 

decisfcxts about producing a dierary ingredient or dietary 

aupplemenc are left Cc3 you, but char charges you with 

incorporating into yaur production process, measures chat are 

designed to ensure that the dietary ingredient DT dietary 



Page 195 Insert #lo: 
We seek comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in 
this section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to 
ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition 
of the dietary ingredien t or dietary supplement. If comments 
assert that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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l Have y13ur quality control unit approve any matevial 

review and disposition decision. 

You should review the public health significance of any 

deviations from specifications or of any unexpected occurrences 

TX en,sure that dietary ingredients and dietary supplrtments that 

may have been affected adversely by a deviation do not enter the 

marketplace. A material review and dispoaicion decision woul.d 

ensure that: the disruption of a manufacrurerl$ business is 

minimized when a deviation does occur. For example, if review of 

a dietary supplement; formulation does not conr;ain the required 

identity, purity. quality, srrrength, or composition, you c& rzake 

steps to dispose of tize formulation before ir is packaged and 

labeled. If the maniroring records are not reviewed, a diecary 

Supp~cmenr; made with a deficient formulation may be placed on the 

market, and a ccxly and tsibarrassing nxall may be necesoary. 
5- 

Proposed I 131.35{5) $1 
L%--+--@ 

would Y@QU~IX that this review bc 

conducred by an individual from the quality control unit. This 

is nW=nsary to ensure rhar the review is c~nducred by a person 

who is qualified by training and experience to canduct such 

reviews and who understands the prcxiuccion and inprocess contraL 

system, uederstands rhe significazxe of a processing deviation, 

and knows how tcr respond co a deviation. This will ensure that 

the review that is conducted and rhe response to any deviation is 
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Proposed 5 1&1,35(j) wcxxild require r;he person who conducts 

the material review agd makes the disposition decision CO 

document, ar: rzhs time of performance, every maxrial review and 

disposition &cision in proposed § 111.35jIi). The documentation 

mu&t be included in ti%e barch production record. Proposed 

f 111.35(j) would require this documentation to: 

* Xdentify the specific deviation from the specification 

or ehe unanticipated occurrence; 

w Bescribe your LnvestigaCion @to the cause of the 

deviarion from the specificarion or the unanticipated 

occurrence ; 

+ Evaluate whether or not the deviation from rrhc 

specification or 

in or cc&d lead 

unanticipated occurrence which resulted in or could 

lead to adulceration of rhe component, dicrary 

ingredient, diacary supplemenr, packaging, or label, 

the proposal would require rhaz you reject the 

ccxnpor~~, dietary inqucdient, dietary supplement;, 

packaging, or label, unless the qualirry concroP unit 

determines thar: inprocess adjustmenrs are possible to 

~ot~ctf'~ rhe deviation or occurrence. You would be able 

ILO reprocess a rejecxed component, dietary ingredient, 

or dimpry supplement if rhe quality control unit; 

appbmes such reprocessing, Rowever, the proposal 
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safes rbac you musk not reprocess any componexx, 

dietary ingredient CC dietary srrppleman~ if it is 

rejecred because of contamination with microorganisms 

ox orher canr;aminanLs, such as heavy merrals. WC 

propose ta prohibit reprocessing in such cases because 

iK is unlikely that reprocessing will eliminate such 

forms of contamination or will eXi@nate such 

contaminatian wirhout adversely affecting rhe 

component, dieraxy ingnsdicnr, cm dietary supplement; 
3 

l Identify rhc action(s) taWn rc correct and preventz a 

recurrence of the dcviarion or the unan&A.pated 

QCcUrEeACe; cd 
n 

* Discuss whaE you did with the components, dietary 

ingred ienr , dietary supplement, packaging, or label. 

For example, did you segregate the component? Did you 

quaranr;ine it until rhe quality control unir decided 

whethfier ic shauld be returned to irs supplier, 

Yepwocessed, or destroyed? w 

l 

. . materj4 cl- . 

Proponed 5 111.35(k) would require that you test or examine 

components, diezary ingredicxxs, and dietary supplements far 

those types of contamination that may adzrlrerate or may lead to 

adulteration. 



Page 219, Insert # 24: 
The requirements of this section do not mean that the manufacturer 
needs a large number of employees. 
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shipment Qf red jerrias cOnsisc6 of raw cranberries, an 

organolepric (visual r;ee,r:) may  be sufficsent (assum&ng that you 

xecognine cranberrle3:. However, If your component  15 a  chemical 

suberance, and y31.1 are trying te verify that a  shipment of bulk 

powder is that chemical, % ,bstatice, chemical analysis may  be more 

appropriarre than an crganoleptic analysis. 

PrOposed §  111.35(m) would require that you MUSK record the 

results of all testing and examinations performed in accordance 

with rhis section.)( YCWI records must documen-c:  whether the 

reslling and exam&nacion demonstrates chat specifications axe mer. 

Proposed S 111.35(n) would require for any specification 

that is not met, that you mu$r conduct a material review and 

disposition dccxslon wder 5  111.35(r). 

Proposed §  111.35(o) would require that y~,u make and xerain 

records, in accordance with proposed !$ 111.125, to ensure rhac 

you follow the requirements of this section. The proposal would 

require these records to include, but would not 1krnl.t rhem KIO; 
l The specifications established; 

l The actual results obrained during the moniwrrng 

operation; 

l Any deviatlan from specifications and any unancicipaced 

occurrences; 

l Any corrective actions taken; 

0  The dlsposicion decisions an# fallowup; and 

CL*+ m  e;Fanlw* 
. 

c&M 15 

a 9 

c 

I / 
V 
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l The xknticy of the individual qualifxed by training 

and experience who lnvescigaced any devratlon from 

specifications or unaatsclpared accurrence and the 

idenricy of the indbvzdual from Ehe quality control 

unzt W.T-LO rev&.ewed rhe results of that investrqataon. 

These records woJld enable you to show, and for us to determine, 

your complrance ,$ich proposed S 111.35. We generally determine 

CGMP complaance 3y cosrducring inspections, so records play an 

imporcanc role dx$ng those inspections in determining CGMP 

campliance. 

2. what Requirements Apply to Quality Control? (Proposed 

3 111.37) 

Proposed 5 111.37(a) would require chaL you use a quality 

control unit to ensure that your manufacturing, packaging, label, 

and holding operations in the production of dxetary lngred&enrs 

and dxecary supplenrenrs are performed in a manner that prevents 

adulteracran and misbranding, including ensuring that dietary 

lngrediencs and dietary supplements meet speclfxcatlozfcx 

idenlrirry, purity, quality, strength. and composition. 

manufacturing pracess for an ingredient or a dietary supplamant 

can be a sophisticated process, and all organazational units chat 

art. anvolved ln cra.tlcal formulaclon and manufacturing sreps, 

such as production, engineering, research, and regulatory 

affazs, may be Included in qualiry control funcrrions. 



Page 226, Insert # 25: 
This requirement does not mean that the manufacturer needs a large 
number of employees. 
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Food and Drug Administration 
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition 

Ofke of Nutritional Products, Labeling, 
and Dktary Supplements 

Division [of Standards and Labeling Regulations 
Dietary Supplements TUUB, IZFS-821 

TO: 

Name: 
Organization: 
Phone: 

FROM: 
Name: Karen Strauss 

Phone: (301) 436-1774 

Fax Number: ,%I- ,J’27 7/k 96 Fax Number: (301) 436-2636 

Number of pages: ba p* aa4~ 9 e .?$-- & 0 “;tt 

Date: H3-473 Mailing Address: 
5100 Paint Branch Parkway 
H-fFS-82 1 
College Park, MD 20740-3835 

If YOU do noI rf?ceive all of The pa&s, please call (301) 436-17’74 

3%11S~CUM~NTlSlNTENPEDONLY~ORTHE USEOFTIiE PARTYTO W~OM~~.ISADDRESSE~AND 
MAY CONTA~NINF~RM.~TIO~~THA?'~SPRIV~LEGED,CONFJ~ENTIALANDPROTECTE~FROM 
DISCLQSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. Ifyou WC wr rhc: addressee, or apcrmn awlwrized to dellvtzr rkc 
Jvcwnrn~ XI rhe address&, you arr hereby noshtied char any rrvirw, disclosure, dusrminarion, copying, or orhtr actIon 
basrJ on the content of r.Iur cnmmunicariou is z-101 ~tatkoriz~d. If you havt Ttcdlvcd rhis documenr in ercor, picase 
mmcdia~iy nordy us by Idcphonc and return ~IT.O us ar thr abovr acldress by mad. Thank you 
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3. Dietary ingredients and dietary supplements rhac 

you manufacture to ensure that they meet 

specifications; and 

4. Packaged and labeled dietary ingredients and 

dierarry supplements to en,sure rhar you used the 

packaging specified in the masrer manufacturing 

record and you applied the label specified in -the - 
master manufacturing record; a~$30 

Approve the reprocessing or distribution of returned 

J 
dieraxy ingredienw 03 dietary eupplements. 

Proposed I 112.37 would impose durias on your quality 

control unir thirt are necessary to the quality control.u.nit. The 

duties proposed in.3 111.37 are important in any CGMP standards 

to ensure rhar the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement 

manufactured has ~:ha identity, purity, quality, strengrh, and 

compasiriw intended. If a quality control unit did ncx do, that 

in, lacked rrhe xesponsibility and aurharity to do, the acfions 

described in proposed 9 111.37, coordination between various 

paxcs of your: manufacturing, packaging, or holding operaz:ion 

mighr become haphazard and the product could be adulterated. For 

example, if your quality conwol unit did not majce decisions 

~Cmcmxing use of components, dietary ingredients, and dietary 

supplements you receive, you could use the wrong component, or a 

conramiaated c~t-npcment in manufacruring a dierary ingredient or 
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dietary suppleme:nt. If your quality control unit makes decisions 

concerning releasing dietary ingredients and dietary supplements 

far distribuPion, ic will prevent you from  releasing for 

distribution an adulterated dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement before the necessary cestx results confirm  chat the 

dietary ingredicntz or dietary supplement meets specifications for 

identiry, purity, quality, strength, and composition. 

Your quality cantr~l unit 

performance, that ic 

rmed, the signacuwe of the person perform ing 
-__L- ehe requirements am mm~ .- 9"" 

-- 

. As we explained elsewhere in this document, one 

of the ways we determ ine compliance with CGMP's is by conducting 

inspections, so records enable you EO show, and for us to 

determ ine, compliance with CGMP's. We invite comment: on whether 

we shc4.d requir%, in a final rule, wrirren procedures for the 
zlI.&+rB- quality concrof 2.nlf duties requixed in 5 111.37.,.~, we -0 

. . 

.- Des, - I_---- _.- --- _._ _ -. --. fnat we m  :r: z B----- 

3. Whal= Requirements Apply to Components, Dietary Xngredients, 

Pic~~y Supplemenrrs, packaging, and Labels You Receive? 

(Proposed 5 Ill.ao) 



Page 232 Insert 10a: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength)and composition of the Q J 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. j-- 
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performed the requirements. The documentation would have to 

include, but not be limited to, the date chat the requirement was 

performed; the signature of the person performing the 

requirement; any test results; and any material review and 

disposition decision conducted, and the disposition of any 

rejected material. 

Proposed $3 111.40(c) (21 would require that you keep 

component, dietary supplement, packaging, and label receiving 

records in accordance with proposed § 111.125. These records are 

necessary to be able CO determine the source of the component, 

dietary ingredient, dietary supplement, packaging, and labels, so 

that if adulteration sf dietary ingredient or dietary supplement 

Qccurs, the records will show the source af the material go that 

it3 use can be stopped. In addition, the records will show the 

basis on which each component, dietary ingredient, dietary 

supplement, packaging, ox label was releawd for use in dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement production. Thetse records are 

necessary to demonstrate compliance wzth the CGMP and quality 

contxol procedures. 

We invite comment on whether we shculd require, in a final 

KUlf2, that you establish and follow 

implement proposed § 111.40(a) and 



Page 239 Insert #11: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary suppl ment. k 
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4. What Requirements Apply to Establishing a Masrer 

Manufacturing kecord? (Proposed fs 111.45) 

Proposed § 111.45 would require that you prepare and fol2ow 

a written master manufacturing record for each rype of dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement that you manufacture and for 

each batch size to ensure uniform ity from  batch tQ baL:ch. A  

master manufacturing record is analogous to a recipe Chat sets 

forth the ingredienc:.s to use, the amounts oE ingredients 'co use, 

tzhcz tests co perform, and the instructions for preparing the 

amount the recipe calls for, e.g., 250 mg, 500 mg, viramin C. 

This master manufacturing record helps ensure that you 

manufacture each ingredient or dietary supplement in a canrs?istenr: 

and un~fcxm manner. Xf you neglect to Sollow the master 

manufacturing record, you would not add all of the necessary 
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yield at each point, step, or stage where control is 

necessary to prevent adulteration; 

l A description of packaging and a copy of the label. to 

be used. We propose to require such information 

because, depending on the type of material you use, 

packaging could adulterate your dietary ingredients or 

dietary supplements. For example, the correct 

container may protect the dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement from the deteriorating effects of light and 

if an incorrect container is used that does not provide 

this protection, your dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement could deteriorate and could be adulterated. 

The description might consist of information such as 

the type of bottle to be used with your manufacturer's 

code number, if available; a description of the cap to 

be used with the liner specified with a manufacturer's 

code number, if applicable; additional materials needed 

in packaging; and the control nutn&er, if ,applicable, of 

the label to be used in packaging the dietary 
rrr;lsa--f q$=- 367 

ingredient or dietary supplement-A Information on 

packaging and labels materials will also be helpful in 

case an adverse event occurs; and 

0 Written instructions including, but not limited to: 



Page 247 Insert #36 
We are not aware of evidence 'o-f that dietary supplement 
manufacturers are using unlawful containers. Section 
201(s) of the Fa&-E~z+g al~d+%+m-&ic,,A/ct defines" food 
additive" to mean any substance the intended use of which 
results or may reasonably be expected to result, directly 
or indirectly, in it's becoming a component-,or otherwise 
affecting the characteristics of any foodtincluding any 
substance intended for use in producing, manufacturing, 
packing, processing, prep,aring, treating, packaging, 
transporting, or holding food; and including any source of 
radiation intended for any such use). Materials used in 
packaging that come in contact with food or that react 
chemically with food, may be considered to be food contact 
substances or food additives. Foods and dietary 
ingredients may contain active substances that can react 
with packaging materials. Thus, FDA is proposing a CGMP 
requirement that manufacturer's use containers that are 
lawful under the act and that do' not impose a risk such as 
leakage or the possibility of physical contamination of 
dietary ingredients or dietary supplements. 
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your quality control. unit to review them. As stated earlier, 

donsumer complaints related to an illness or injury re!fated to a 

pharmacologically active substance of a particular dietary 

ingredient, such as aristolachic acid, would not be a consumer 

complaint within the meaning af that rerm in this proposal and 

thus would not be of the type that the wality control unit musr: 

review under this prapased rule. 

Propooed S 111.95 48 would require that your quality control / 

unit review all consumer complaints involving the possible 

failure of a dietary ingredient cx dietary supplement to meet any 

of its specifications, or any of the other requirements 'in this 

part. including those specifications and alcher requirements that #q ,dti 3 

to determine whetbex there is a need to investigate the consumer 

complaint. 
g=&w-t *ali 
A 

If the quality control unit determines that an 

inve6tigation is unnecessary, it would bs helpful. to you if your 

qualirsy control unit documents why an investigation was not 

necessary. This information would be useful to you because it 

couLd save c.ime if you receive additional similar consumer 

complaints about a particular product. 

Proposed 9 111.95( P would require that your quality control 

unit investigate a consumer complaint when there is a reasonable 

possibility of a relationship between the quality of a dietary 

supplement and an adverse event. For example, if a manufacturer 

uses too much of a dietary ingredient in a dietary supplement 

(e.g., 400 to 4,699 pg of selenium instead of 200 pg of 

if not m2t, may results in a possible risk of illness ox injury, 

J 
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perform this furxtion and only need be audited or periodically 

verified by the quality control unirr.. The comment suggested 

the quality control ur~~t assure that a master productlon and 

control record must be prepared for the manufacture of each 

chzr 

drerary ingredient and dietary supplement, rather than review and 

approve such records. 

we do not agree char the review and approval process 1-s 

overly resrricti-re and decline to adopt rhe commenr's suggestion. 

The quality contsol urr~f can be,composed of individuals from 

.varLous parts of the organization. Removing this responsrbllrty 

from rhe quality control unit would diminish the guallty control 

unit's responsibility and authority. As stared earlier, the 

manufacruring prscess of a dietary ingredient or a dlatary 

supplement can be a sophisticated process, and we understand that 

all organizational unxts that are rnvolved in cratrcal 

fcxmulatran and nranufacsuring steps, such as production, 

engineering, research, and regularory affairs, should review and 

approve a master prockrction order and changes to It. However, 

the responsabrllcy far reviewing and approving rhe masrrer 

manufacturing record and modLfa.catrons to rchar: record properly 

rests with the quality control unit: because the individuals in 

the quallrry con~zol urrir would have rrhe expertise to make a 

decision whether the master manufacturing record, If followed, 

~~11 reSu3.t in an unacrulterated dietary ingredztnt or dretary 

s 



Page 251, Insert # 26: 
and does not mean that the manufacturer needs a large number of 
employees. 
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note that, while the quality control unit is 

reviewing and approving the master manufacturing 

record and changes to that record, this does not mean that the 

quality control unit must prepare the master manufacturing record 

itself or act without any involvement from other parts of your 

manufacturing operation. Other individuals or groups may help 

prepare, review, and approve drafts of a master manufacturing 

record and draft chanses to an existing master manufacturing 

record, but the quality control unit is responsible for reviewing 

and approving the final master manufacturing record and 

modifications CO that record. 

Proposed § 111.45(d) would percain to written documentation 

and recordkeeping. Proposed § 111.45(d) would require that you 

keep your master manufacturing recmrds in accordance with 

proposed 3 11X.125. The master manufacturing record in addition 

to tha batch prcductaon rec~xds will ensu;~e Chat a complete 

h&story of each batch of dieraw ingredient: or diczary siupplemenl: 

is available for your review in the event that a problem arises 

with a particular batch. These records also are necessary to 

demonstrate compliance with the CGMP and quality control 

procedures. 

We invite comment on whether a written procedure for 

preparing the master manufacturing record and making any 

modifications to the record, cansistenc with the 

this section, should be required in a final rule Se 
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5. What Requirements Apply to Establishing a Batch Production 

Record? (Proposed 9 1~1.501 

Proposed § 111.50(a) would require that you prepare a batch. 

production record every time you manufacture a batch of dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement. This requirement would apply 

to any batch, including a batch approved for reprocessing by the 

quality control unit. The proposal also would require the batch 

production record to include complete information relating to the 

production and control. of each batch. The batch production 

record is necessary to document that you followed the master 

manufacturing record CC, make each batch of dietary ingredients or 

dietary supplements. It: is importanr CO document such 

information for each batch because it serves as a check that the 

master manufacturing record was followed, If you later discover 

problems with a particular batch of dietary ingrediento or 

dietary supplements, you could look at the batch production 

record for that ,baCch, compare it to the master manufacruring 

record, and see ,rJhecher the problems occurred because of a 

failure PO follow the master manufacturing record, These 

records, in canjuncrion with your master manufacturing records, 

will create a writ;ten system which, when followed, will result in 

a reprcxlucible, nigh-paliry, and uniform dietary ingredient or 

dietary supplement. 



Page 253 Insert #12: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength,and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. I Further, we seek 
comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure 
the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert 
that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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Proposed $ :L11.5O(b) would require the batch prodrzctian 

record to"'accurately follow tlhe approprjare master manufacturing 

record and also require that: you perfomt each sr=ep in producing 

rhe batch. Even if you btve SCXM?O~~ else (such as a conrraccowl 

perform a parricxlar step, you would remain responsible far 

ensuwing that each st;ep is done that complies with the 

requirements in proposed pax-r 111. The con~ractos, however, is 

also considered .S manufacturer and must comply with the 

regu&aLions that apply to the responsibilities char it has 

specifically contracred to perform. 

PrOposed J 111.50(c) would specify the batch praducrion 

record’s CURKtxlC6. The PrUpOSd would require that certain 

infamarion be include4 in Che batch production record including, 

but not be Ii-mired ~a, the faaloring infcxmatiun: 

* The batch, ICC, QY control nuntbcr; 

9 Docwentation, ar: the time af performance, showing the 

dare on which each step of the master manufacruring 
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l The shipment lor: unique identifier of each component, 

dietary ingredient, dietary supplement, packaging, and 

each component d 

A-h& wal.t(ti& Q$ +l...n * 
* The iritiai the person responsible for w&&&q-m- 

wtnponent used in the bate . 

l A scafemenr of the actual yield and a wzatembnt of the 

percentage of theoretical yield ar appropriarre phases 

of processing; 

1) The actual test re$uLtS for,any tcsring pexfo 
7%.35cR7~ J' rfi acCar4cL+x+- WLSC, 

during the batch producticm; 

0 Pocummtation that the dietary ingredient and dietary 

supplement meets specifications; 

w Copies of all container labels used and the results of 

exambations canducted du.rin$ the label operation to 

ensure char; the canrainers have rhe corrcc~~ Jabel.; 

* Any documenxd material review and disposition 
Ln acGotcbcmL;LI. 

decklolA; and w\th $ 111. 355) 
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l The sa.gnature of the quality conrrol unit to docunLent 

barrch production record review and any approval for 

reprocessing or repackagrng. 

Proposed 9 SLl.SG(bl and (c) are necessary 60 ensure thar: 

you made your batches corrocrly under the master manufacturing 

record and that ;JOU correctly performed each significant step in 

the manufacturiny process. Tf you did not oreare a batch 

production record for each batch producxion that accurately 

followed rrhe master msnufaccuring record, you would not be sure 

that your dietary ingxed~enr or dietary supplement was not 

adulterated. The master manufacturrng record is Intended to 

ensure batch to barch uniformity and KO prevent adul~erarion. 

Your batch prodxrion record also may be valuable in the 

a produ~c?%%!?~ T~cme case (Ref- 271, we fauna that a 

event of 

manufacturer had prod;xcd a subporent folic acid product. When 

the manufacrurer reviewed the barrch production record3, it 

discovered that trhe bulk product was ~502 mixed properly, and Chis 

caused the folx acid co be distributed poorly throughout the 

product. Thus, in thx instance, rhe batch product&on record 

helped identrfy the p3int in the manufacturing process when the 

error occurred, and mile reason why the error occurred and enabled 

the manufacturer to correct the problem- 

Review of bstch productxan records might have prevented 

another incident whsrc several persons experLenced dizziness, 

vomiting, or lightheadedness after consuming vitamin and mineral 



Page 256, Insert #27: 
We seek comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert that certain 
provisions are not necessary, comments should include an explanation 
of why the requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence 
of the requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments agree that the propose< 
requirements are necessary for reasons other than those we have 
provided, the comments should so state and provide an explanation. 
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Proposed 9 111.513(d) and (ei would set forth your quallcy 

conrrol unit's responsibilities regarding @arch production 

records. These respnnsibilitres relate co not only r;he review 

but the ducumenfatlon of their review and decisrons about whether 

a batch could be reprocessed. As we noted IQ aur dl3cu%sron of 

proposed § 111.37, tha quality control. UALC has special knowledge 

and expertise to datermane rf a batch is produced correctly, that 

those records are complete, and that it is appropriate to 

reprocess a batch. The qualaCy concxol unir also serves as a 

quali-cy control check that the batch product&on record accurarely 

follows rhc master rnanufacrvring record. A quality control unit 

review of batlch production records could have detected and 

ccxrecced the previously discussed manufacturing error caused by 

use of the dietary ingredient wrth the inccoxecc selenium. 

Therefore, the review and documentation by the quality control 

unit of batch productron records provides Else necessary quality 

assurance to prevent the production of an adulterated dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement. 

qualzty control unzt to revrew4the batch productxon record. If a 

batch pxx3.tccion record deviates from rhe master manufacturing 

record, including any deviation from specifications, proposed 

§ 111.50(d) (11 would require your gual-ty control unit to conducr. 

a marrerial review and make a drsposition decision and record any 

decision in the batch production record. Proposed 9 lll,f;OCd, (2) 
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would instruct your qualiry control unit to not approve and 

release for dlstrrbutson any batch of dietary ingredient or 

dietary supplement that does not meet all specifications. 

to dacumenCfithe review performed in accordance with proposed 

3 113.,50(d). The proposal would require the quality control unit 

KP documenr this ravi*w at the time it does the review and trolrld 

require the review and documentation to Lsclude, but would not 

limit them to, the following: 

l Review of component, dietary ingredient, and dietary 

supplement recelvlng records including review of 

testing and examination results; 

* Tdencifzcation of any devkatlon from the master 

manufacruring record that may have caused a batch or 

any of its components to far1 to meet speclfrcations 

identified in the master manufacturing record: 

1 Records of Investrgatrons, conclusions, and correctzv? 

acrions perf Orrned in accordance with proposed 

S 111.50fdl; and 

l The identity of the person qualified by trarning and 

experience who performed the investigation in 

accordance with proposed !J Ill-50(d)- 

Proposed 0 111.50(f) would prohibit: you from reprocessing a 

batch that deviates from the master manufacturing record unless 

your qualaty cwcrol tinilL approves it for reprocessing. Proposed 
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performance, that they followed the laboratory method and the 

testing and examination results. Proposed § 111.601b) (3) would 

require that you keep laboratory testing and examination records 

in accordance with proposed 3 111.125. Laboratory records are 

necessary to ensure compliance with established specifications 

and tu demonstrate compliance with the CGMP and quality control 

processes. 

Proposed S 111.60(c) would require that you verify thar the 

laboratory rearing me5~oQologies are approprzate for their 

intended use. 

Proposed § 111.60(d) would require that you identify and use 

tche appropriate valldated testing method to use for each 

eatabliohed specification for which testing is required to 

determine whether the specification is met. In other wards, the 
proposal would recognize that requiring that you have testing 

method3 ia not. sufficient alone; you must afEo use those testing 
methods to prevent the adulteration of dietary ingredients or 

dietary supplements. 

We invite comment on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, written procedures for your laboratory operations and , 

should require that tcile person who performs the laboratory 
/ 

processes document, ar the time of performance, that the 

laboratory proceases were performed. --on _-- 7 I we 1w 
m 
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If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is necessary to prevent adulteration including 
how such a requirement would ensure the identity, purity, 
quality, strength, and composition of the dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement. Conversely, if comments 
assert that written procedures are not necessary, comments 
should include an explanation of why the requirement is not 
necessary including how, in the absence of the requirement, 
one can prevent adulteration and ensure the identity, 
purity, quality, strength and composition of the dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement. Further, we seek comment 
on whether any of the proposed requirements in this section 
are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments 
assert that certain provisions are not necessary, comments 
should include an explanation of why the requirement is not 
necessary including how, in the absence of the requirement, 
one can prevent adulteration and ensure the identity, 
purity, quality, strength, and composition of the dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments agree that 
the proposed requirements are necessary for reasons other 
than those we have provided, the comments should so state 
and provide an explanation. 
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supplement and will facilitate prompt action if any problems in 

processing are identified. 

Proposed S '~11.65(c) (11) would require that you identify all 

proce~s-i-ng lines and major equipment used during manufacturing 

and to Indicate their contents, including the name of the dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplemesx and the specific banzh or lot 

number and, when necessary, rhe phase of manufacturing. The same 

reamns given for proposed 5 Ill.65(~)(10) apply to this proposed 

requiremenr. 

Proposed ?I 111-65(d) would require that you conduct a 

material review and make a disposition decision in accordance 

with proposed J 111.35fi) for any component, dietary ingredient, 

or dietary supplement that fails to meet specifications or that 

is, or may be, adulcerated. Xf the material nsview and 

diw=ic:ion de!cisian allows you to reprocess the component, 

dietary Ingredient, or dietary supplement, proposed 3 111.65(d) 

would require that you retest cn- reexamine it tto that it 

meers apccificati~ns and is approved by the afiry control unit. 

who performs 

the macevial review and dispositiop review required in accordance 

wilsh this 
wh-kl be rwed 

sectzion to document I\ t the rime of perfarmancc the rf 
+~?sults of the maeerial review and disposition decision w 

with the batch $kxQ.xxion 

record, Th&-J&ClIT~ 

-- 
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that performed the procedure. Proposed J 111 

that you keep these manufactu ion records 

in accordant 

manufacturing operations ensure that a complete 

history of each batch nt or dietary supplement 

is available for eview in the even a problem arises 

These records also are 

We invrte comme~c on whechex we should require, in a final 

rule, that you establish and follow written procedures to 

implement the manufacturing operations required in proposed J 

8. What Requirements Apply to Packaging and Label Operations? 

(Proposed 9 111.701 

Proprssed J 111.70 would establish requirements for your 

packaging and label operations. The correct use of packaging and 

labels can affect whether your product is adulterated, For 

example, if a packaging material, intended only for use with a 

dry product, is wed co package a liquid, unsafe substances could 

migrate from the packaging tzo the liquid, and adulterate your 

dietary ingredie.nts or dietary supplements. In addition, if you 

apply the wrong label, your praduct would be adulterated under 

section 402(g) of the act because your label must be that which 



Page 283 Insert #14: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 

) dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. Further, we seek : i i/ 
comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure 
the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert 
that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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dietary ingredient or dietary supplement including use of the 

correct packagiqs and label is available for your review in the 

event that a problem arises with a particular batch. These 

records also are necessary to demonstrate compliance with the 

CGMP and quality control procedures. We invite comment an 

whether we ~U~~ould require, in a final rule, that you establish 

and follow written procedures for packaging and label operations 

that. implement the xeguixemencs of this Sectian. -lwB - 

dF----/J$5w~ +I=& 

9. What Requirements Apply to Rejected Components, Dietary 

Ingredients, Dietary Supplements, Packaging, and Labels? 

{Proposed § 111.74) 

Proposed S 111.74 is intended to ensure that you do not 

mistakenly use rejected marerials that are determined by the 

quality control unit 210 be unsuitable for use to make a dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement. 

Proposed I 111.7+(a) would require that you clearly 

identify, hold, and conrrol, under a quarantine system any 

campanentr. dietary ingradient, dietary supplement, packaging, and 

label that is rejectad and unsuitable for USB in manufacruring, 

packaging, or label operations. The term *control under a 

quarantine system" indicates that you must prevent rshe use of any 

rejecr;ed component, dietary ingredient, dietary supplement, 

packaging, or label 3xzcause such re]ecccd product is unsuitable 

for US@. For example, under this proposed rule, if a companenc, 



Page 292 Insert #15: 
If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. Further, we seek 
comment on whether any of the proposed requirements in this 
section are not necessary to prevent adulteration and to ensure 
the identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. If comments assert 
that certain provisions are not necessary, comments should 
include an explanation of why the requirement is not necessary 
including how, in the absence of the requirement, one can prevent 
adulteration and ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
If comments agree that the proposed requirements are necessary 
for reasons other than those we have provided, the comments 
should so state and provide an explanation. 
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the act. moldings conditions that prevent mixup, contamination, 

or deterioration of companencs, dietary ingredients, dietary 

supplements, packaging, or labels are necessary to prevent the 

production of an adulterated dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement. 

we invite cxnment on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, that you establish and follow written procedures for 

holding components, dietary ingredients, dietary supplements, J 

packaging, and labels 
4' 

d LI - j+pGsatflrlb 

2. What Requirements Apply to Holding Inprocess Mar=arial? 

IProposed 0 111.82) 

Proposed § lU.82 discusses proposed requirement% for 

holding xnprac@ss material. Proposed § 111.82 would require that 

you segregate any inpracess matwrisl that does not meet your 

specifications, is awaiting further processing, or needs further 

evaluation by the quality control unit (e.g., because the 

inprocess matexia& does not meet specifications, ox because of an 

unexpected occurrence) to determine if it is suitable for 

reprocessing. 

Proposed § 111.82(a), therefore, would re~~~ire that you 

idenrify and hold inprocess material under conditions that will 

prot;ect such material against mixup, contamination, and 

deterioration. 

Proposed S lll.tj2(b) would require chat you hold inprocess 

material under appropriate conditions of temperature, humidity, 
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If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strength and composition of the $.7-i 

/ 
a 

$ 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
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and light. The intent h&e ia to prevent any contamination or 

deterioration of that inpxxxx~s material. 

We invite commenr on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, that you establish and follow written procedures for SJ 

3. Whaz Requirements Apply to Holding Reserve Sampks Of 

Components, Dietary Xagxedicnrs, and Dietary Supplements? 

(PropcEMi 3 111.83) 

Earlier, we discussed a provision cancerning r:he collection 

of reserve sampl&s. Proposed § 111.50Ih) would require that you 

collect xepresentativa reserve samples of each batch of dietary 

ingredient QT distary supplement. Proposed J 111.83 would set 

forth requirements for holding any reweave samples collected. 

Proposed !?I 111.83(a) would require that you hold any reserve 

samples of compo;ients or dietary ingredients collected in a 

manner that pratscts against contaminaeion and deterioration. 

Proposed S 111.83(b) would require that you hold such 

resort sampks 3f dietary supplements in a manner that pracects 

against contaminaCian and dtrterioraciian. Further, this provision 

would require thar: you hold the reserve samples under conditions 

of USE? recommended or suggested in the label of the dietary 

supplement and, if no conditions of use are recommended ox 

suggested in the label, then under ordinary condirions of use. 

This proposed rquiremenc also would require that you use the 

same container-closure system in which the dietary supplement is 



Page 297 Insert #17: 
if comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the / 
identity, purity, quality, strengthland composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 

:+ 

Y: 
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manufacturing. Further, records of any reprocessed batch or 

batch manufactured using the returned product will be useful in 

the eve~~t rrhac a problem arises with a particular batch that is 

manufactured wick returned product. These records also are 

necessary to demonstrate compliance with the CGMP and quality 

control procedures, We invite comment on whether we should 

require, in a final rs11e, that you establish and follow written 

procedures for identifying, quarantining, and salvaging returned 

dietary ingredients and dietary supplements. +M ti\;d I 

~rwr~~s-tthat w-d 

/.JzEeFT 4= le .jf-+@-" 

5. what Requirementti Apply co Distributing Dietary Ingredients 

ox Diet&y Supplements? tPropcrsed 57 111.90) 

Proposed Es 311.90 would establish requirements concerning 

the distribution of dierary ingredients and dieraxy supplement:s. 

Proposed § 111.901aJ would require any distr$bution of dietary 

ingredients or dietary supplements CQ be under conditions that 

will procecr tlhem from contaminatian and deteriQraCion. This is 

to protect dietary ingredients and dietary supplements from 

distribution practices rhac may adulterate them. 

As discussed previously, proposed part 111 also would apply 

to foreign firms that manufacrure, package, or hold dietary 

ingredients and dietary supplements that are imported or offcwed 

for Import into the United States, unless imported for further 

procensing and export under section 801(d) (3) of the act. IL 

also would apply to persona who distribute imported dietary 



? 
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If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strengthjand composition of the /- jz 

"Iv-l 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
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0 Is not sold or offered for sale in domestic commerce. 

Dietary ingredients and dietary supplements for export are 

subject to section 801(e) (1) of the act and would be subject to 

the notification and recordkeeping requirements of 8 1.102 (21 

CFR 1.101) and you would be required to comply with the export 

requirements of I 1.101. 

We invite comment on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, that you make and keep records on the distribution of 

dietary ingredients and dietary supplements that you manufacture, 
. package, or hold. HeH--..-. .4 

“r c . _ fl---1 -, ,,. ..- .1_ 
$T$%ziact-:@ 4 

. G. aer Coats What R-117 to _Consumer -- 

J&&&&&s? (Pronosed Subpart G, 5 llIt.951 P 

Proposed § X11.95 would establish requirements for receiving 9 

and handling consumer complaints. Consumer complaints can be 

' helpful in alerting you to possible manufacturing and safety 

problems associated with your dietary ingredients or dietary 

supplements. 

Id require thavd w 

0 ysmEflr cv . As stated in § 111.3, 

consumer complaint refers to a possible failure of a dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement to meet any of the requirements 

of this part, including 
6bptssQd if: 111 wie> wxd 
possible risk of illness 

was sent by regular mail, electronic mail., or any other form of 
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written communxcation, or whether received orally, you would be 

required to keep a written record of each consumer complairx. 

Ycu should include all information that would allow your quality 

control unit to determine whether an investigatian of the 

complaint is necessary. 

3 Proposed S 111.95( would require that you have a qualified 

person review 4-l consumer complaint25 to determine whether the 

consumer complaint involves a possible failure of a dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement to meet any of its 

specifications, or any ocher requirements of this part, including 

those specifications and other requirements that, if not met, may 

result in a possible risk af illnesis or injury. A vqualified 

person'f would be a person who has the training and experience to 

determine whechex a complainr: represents a possible failure of a 

dietary ingredient or dienary aupplemenr: to meet any of the 

requirements in rhi6 part, QT represents a posnible risk of 

illness or injury that is unrelated CO such failure. The 
qualified person's review is important for distinguishing between 

those consumer complaints that your quality control unit must 

review and those cunsumer complaanrs that represent a coneumer's 

dissatisfaction with a dietary ingredient or dietary supplement 

that is unrelated to a possible failure to meet specifications * 

that would be required by this proposal, or any other requirement 

in this Parr. For example, some consumer complaints about 

quality may simply express a personax dxslike af the taste, 

colar , odor, or size of Lablet, which would probably not rc~ire 



Page 306, Insert # 28: 
When there is a reasonable possibility of a relationship between the 
quality of a dietary supplement and an adverse event, such as a report 
of an illness or injury that may be due to a wrong ingredient or wrong 
label, then the manufacturer would be required to do an investigation 
that includes batch records associated with the dietary ingredient or 
dietary supplement involved in the consumer complaint. 
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seleniumf, it is a manufacturing error that may result in an 

adverse e.vcIlc. Further, if a communication alleges consumer 

dizziness, vomiting, or lightheadedness after consuming several 

dietary supplemerzs, it is a adverse event report that is worthy 

of quality control unit investigation. 

Proposed 9 111.95 would describe what the quality control J 

unit's investigation must include. In brief, the quality control 

unit's investigation of a consumer complaint musr include the 

bavzh records associaGad with the dsetary ingredient or dietary 

supplement involved in the consumer complaint. The quality 

control unit must extend the investigation to other batches of 

dietary ingrediexs or dietary supplemen~~s r;hat may have been 

associated with i3 failure to meet a specificarion or any other 

requirements of this part. When there is a possible producr 

defectz or failwz, we recommend that the investigation include 

Laboratory testing of the dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement because ycu will need the tear results to delcermine if 

specifications or requirements for the d-ier;ary ingredienr or 

dietary supplement were not met. Complaints such as those that 

involve seriaua adverse events should include followup by a 

health care provider. Far other types of complaints, neither 

laboratory nor madical. investigation may be necessary because the 

product defect cc failure may be identified by reviewing batch 

documents or the CORS~~WIL~ cbmpfaint may not involve a serious 

adverse event. 

Praposed § 111.95 would require that you make and keep a J 
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problem applies to more than one product. we suggest that you 

submit these rep~xcs within 15 days after you receive such 

information to the FM MedWatch program by calling our "MedWatch" 

program (our darsabase for reporting possible adverse events) at 

l-800-FDA-1088 (l-800-332-10881 to request that a reportzing form 

(CVle-pEtge, return posrage paid) and instructions on how x10 

complete the form be mailed to you, downloading a farm and 

instructions from chc MedWatch incernet site at: www.fda.gcsv, or 

using the interactive form available an the MedWatch internet 

site at www.fda.gov. 

Further, we suggest: that you report: a consumer conplainr: 

even if you are not the manufacturer of a dietary ingredient or 

dierary supplement: and only package or distribute a dierary 

ingredient or dietary supplement if you receive a consumer 

complaint that. may be related to rhe manufacture of the dietary 

ingredient or dietary supplement. Sometimes consumers submit 

complaints to the person who disrributes a product or the persan 

who is UsEed on the package label. If this happens, you should 

notify the manufacturer of the dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement of tzhe consumer complaint because rhe manufacturer may 

nor be awax'e of possible problems associated with ita products. 

Proposed B $11.95( G addresses documentation and 

recordkeeping. Consumer complaints can alert you (and us) co 

potential quality problems with a producr that is related to good 

manufacruring practices, such a3 cases where the manufacturer 

used Che wrong ingredient or put the wrong label on a product. A 
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prudent manufacturer, therefore, must investigate any complaints 

regarding its products because the results of it3 investigations 

might lead to solutions or improvements that will make the 

product: or manufacturing proces3a better and benefit the 

manufacturer and conburners. 
-E 

Proposed $ 111.95J(J(lf would require the person who 

performs the requirement established in accordance with this 

section to document, at the time of performance, that he or she 

performed the requirement. 
P Finally, proposed I3 13.1..95#{2) would require that you keep 

consumer complaint records established in accordance with 

proposed 9 111.125. These records are necessary for handling 

consumer complaints in a manner that ensures that an 

unanticipated pxxblem with a dietary ingredient or dietary 

supplement is reviewed and investigated. These records also are 

necessary 150 dem8xast+ate compliance wirh the CGMp. 

We invite comment on whether we should require, in a final 

rule, that you establish and follow a written procedure for 

i/ 

I 

receiving, reviewing, and investigating cons.amer complaints. -W-~--D- 
q-7 F.--a 
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If comments assert that written procedures are necessary, 
comments should include an explanation of why the requirement is 
necessary to prevent adulteration including how such a 
requirement would ensure the identity, purity, quality, strength, 
and composition of the dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
Conversely, if comments assert that written procedures are not 
necessary, comments should include an explanation of why the 
requirement is not necessary including how, in the absence of the 
requirement, one can prevent adulteration and ensure the 
identity, purity, quality, strengthi and composition of the 
dietary ingredient or dietary supplement. 
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Throughour: this :iiscussion of the proposed rule, some 

provisions have included a paragraph that would require thar: you 

keep records established in accordance with proposed 9 151.125. 

~xopoaed fs Ill.125 would cssablish general recordkeeping 

requirements and tell you how long you must keep certain records. 

As \n7e have stated several rrimes in this document, we determine 

CGMP complxance by ccaductxng Inspections- Records, therefore, 

enable you to shoru, and for US to determane, how you complied 

wath Che CGMP requireuwKs. 

Proposed 5 111.125(a) would apply to all records covered by 

the proposed rule and would require that you keep chose records 

for 3 years beyond rba date of manufacrure of Ehe last batch of 

dietary zngxedients or dietary supplements associated with those 

Proposed 9 111.125(b) would deaf wirh the form in which 

keep records. The proposal would allow you to keep records 

required under this part as original records, as true cop-ies 

v 

YOU 

(such as phctocopzes, mxcrofilm, microfiche, or other accurar;e 

repraduccions of ehe original records), or as clectranic records. 

If you use reduction techniques, such as mrcrofalmlng, the 

proposal would requlr'a thar you make suitable reader and 

phococopyrng equipment readily available to us. If you use 

electronic records, rhe proposal would require that you comply 

wirrh parr. 11 (our requirements for electronic records). 

Proposed $3 111.1Z5ic) would requzre char you make your 

records available for inspection and copying by us when 
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Retention for 3 the date of manufacture would be 
appropriate for of consumer complaints received during the ; 
marketing period. i p&f 
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The Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (Public 
Law 104-121) defines a major rule for the purpose of congressional 
review as being likely to cause one or more of the following: an 
annual effect on the economy of $100 million; a major increase in 
costs or prices; significant adverse effects on competition, 
employment, productivity, or innwationq, or significant adverse 
effects on the ability of y$& SJ&based enterprises to compete 
with foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export markets. In 
accordance with the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness 
Act, OMB has determined that this proposed rule, when final, will be a 
major rule for the purpose of congressional review. 
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VII. Analysis of Impacrs 

A. &-irroducfia~ 

FDA has examined the economic implications of this proposed 

ru;e as reyurred by Executive Order 12866. Executive Order 12866 

direcrs agencies CQ a:3sess all CQS~J and benefits of available 

regulatory alcernaclves and, when regulation is necessary, to 

select regulatory approaches that maximize net beneflcs 

(includmg potential econom;Lc, environmental, public health and 

safery. and ocher advitnragts; d&strlbutive impacts: and equity). 

Rxecutlva Order 12866 classifies a rule as significant if ir 

meets anyone of a number of specified conditions, including: 

Having an annual effect on the economy of $100 million, adverstly 

affecting a se~ror of the economy In a material way, adversely 

affbsctrng competition, or adversely affectzng jobs, A regulat:lon 

LS also considered a significant regulatory ac~:ron of rt raises 

novel legal or policy lSsue8. FDA has determined that rrhis 

proposed rule, if ir were CQ become a final rule, would be a 

slgnlflcant regulatory acrion as defined by Executive Order 

;2;ti&#- # 3 I 
The Unfundec(,Mandates RefarF F-l 

c of 1995 (2 U.S.C. 1501 _et 
A-- 

sea-1 I yequlrrng &5st;-benef$6aand other analyses, in section -1 ,/- 
1532(a) def;rnes a sic$$+canr rule as 

,L" 
"a Federal mandate that may 

%-.* 
resulr in cht exp&diture bg..,ztate, 

/" 
local, and tribal governments 

in the aggT@$ate, or Ly the priv of $100 
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million (adjusted annually for inflarioni In any one year." The 

current inflation-adjusted scarucory expenditure IS a threshold 

of $112 million. Since yyl@v? Ehe 
'1 

esrrlmated annual expendrture for this 

proposed rule II below $112 million, FPA has determined chat this 

proposed rule, if it were to become a final rule, would not be a 

s&gnlflcant rule under the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995. 

FDA has examined the economic implicarione of thas proposed ------ 

rule a~ regurxed by the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601- 

612). If a rule has J significant economic impact on a 

substanrial number of small entities, the Regulatory Flexkbrlaty 

Acr re(p.ures agencies to analyze regularory optaons that would 

legion the economic effect of the rule an small entities. FDA 

finds that this praposed rule would have a significant economic 

impact on a substantaal number of small encicies. 

We carry out the cost-benefit analyses required for 

significant rules in the Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis, 

SA section VII-B of this document. We perform the Init;Lal 

Regulatory Flexi'3ility Ilnalysis of the effec-cs on the proposed 

rule on small businesses Ln section V1I.C of this document. 

8. ~relz~ararv Irhoacr An- 

1. The Need for the Proposed CGMP Regulations 

The proposed CAMP regulations are needed becauae 

esrablishments that manufacture, package, and hold dietary 

ingredients and dietary supplements may not have sufflcrent 
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LO encompass sanitation prerequisites that are met, writing a 

HACCP plan, and monitoring critical conrrol points. The 

benefits an4 costs of the HACCP plan would be generated by 

controls for a n&rower set of hazards in the manufacturing, 

packaglng, and holding processes than those covered by this 

proposal, and would not rnclude the other benefits and costs 

generated by the proposed rule especially the reduced consumer 

search costs, because uniform product quality would not 

necessarkly be assured. /..Qker-j #32 
e. JZec3-ui.re f+na4 pA 3x2 uct tcsrln9 onlv, FDA could propose 

that manufacturers te3'c their finished producers fox Identity, 

purity, qualiry, screrigth, and composition but: not ;rnclude any of 

the ocher mandatory provisions oE the proposed regulation. The 
advantage of thi.3 option i$ that it would be the least costly 

option of those considered. Many firms already test some of 

cherx finished products, reducing the impacr of this option. 

Appraxxmately 69 percent of manufacturing planus conduct finished 

producr testrng and almost 65 percent of all finished batches in 

the industry are already cesred using physical, ckemlcal, 

microblalogical, VisclEil or organoleptic ~esrUx~ techniques (Ref. 

E2). The problem with this option is that finished product 

testing alone cannot cns~r~ product quality for SCXIE types of 

products. Not every finished product currently has a test that 

oonfrrms Identir_w. purity, quality, strength, or composition, 
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The advantage of HACCP as an option to prevent product contamination 
is that it does not specify detailed manufacturing requirements. The 
disadvantage is that in the absence of uniform controls there would 
not be uniform minimum product quality across the industry and 
consumers would not derive the same benefits from lower search costs. 
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